
RecyclingRecycling

What happens to the clothes we no What happens to the clothes we no 
longer want?longer want?



FOOTBALL SHIRTS FOOTBALL SHIRTS 



What are the pictures of?What are the pictures of?

How are the pictures similar ?How are the pictures similar ?
How are the pictures different ?How are the pictures different ?
Do you think the boys might be friends?Do you think the boys might be friends?
Do you think they go to the same school Do you think they go to the same school 
or play in the same team?or play in the same team?



Now looking at the Now looking at the 
background of each boy background of each boy 
What do you think ?What do you think ?





How does a boy in Kenya How does a boy in Kenya 
happen to be wearing a happen to be wearing a 
Derby football club shirt?Derby football club shirt?

We are going to look at the route this We are going to look at the route this 
shirt takes from UK to Kenyashirt takes from UK to Kenya



recyclingrecycling

A boy lives in the UK. He decides he no A boy lives in the UK. He decides he no 
longer wants this football shirt, as he has longer wants this football shirt, as he has 
the new seasonthe new season’’s shirt to wear.s shirt to wear.



recyclingrecycling

He sorts out some other clothes and He sorts out some other clothes and 
shoes he no longer needs. He has grown shoes he no longer needs. He has grown 
too big for some, some are worn out and too big for some, some are worn out and 
some he doesnsome he doesn’’t like anymore.t like anymore.



recyclingrecycling

He decides to recycle the old clothes and He decides to recycle the old clothes and 
shoes. He could put them in a special shoes. He could put them in a special 
bag outside his house for collection, takebag outside his house for collection, take
them to a clothes bank or take them to a them to a clothes bank or take them to a 
local charity shop. local charity shop. 



What happens next?What happens next?

www.lmb.co.uk/virtualtourwww.lmb.co.uk/virtualtour



When the recycled clothes When the recycled clothes 
get to their destinationget to their destination

Jobs for the local community are created.Jobs for the local community are created.
The clothes are sold on to local market stallThe clothes are sold on to local market stall
holders and then sold on to the public.holders and then sold on to the public.
The advantage of this is the charity makes The advantage of this is the charity makes 
some profit, the market stall holders makesome profit, the market stall holders make
a living and the local population can buya living and the local population can buy
a good quality clothing at a fair price.a good quality clothing at a fair price.



Even Even WilliamwoodWilliamwood High High 
uniforms are recycled in uniforms are recycled in 
MalawiaMalawia



Who benefits from your Who benefits from your 
old clothingold clothing

you

Charity makes a
profit

Market stall
Make a living

Local population can
buy 

good quality clothing
a reasonable 

price
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Can you now understand how a the boy Can you now understand how a the boy 
in Kenya is wearing a Derby football in Kenya is wearing a Derby football 

shirt?shirt?
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